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Singapore’s residential property market has been resilient in 2022, with
prices growing steadily in both the private housing and HDB resale flat
segments. While demand for homes remained healthy, the limited
supply of new launches and resale homes available for sale have
dampened transaction volumes. Residential rental market in the
meantime continued to break new highs with strong rental growth due
to persistent demand and limited rental supply.

Whilst new launches achieved robust take-up rates in 2022, sentiment
turned cautious with the uncertain climate of rising interest rates,
geopolitical tensions and global headwinds. Increasing borrowing costs
and mortgage rates have also caused sellers to take a step back due to
higher replacement costs.

New cooling measures were introduced with increasing interest rates
which encouraged prudency, in turn reducing affordability as loan
amounts were reduced as the total debt servicing ratio now uses the
revised 4% interest rate for computation rather than the previous 3.5%.
Developers also showed more caution from moderate bids in
Government Land Sales (GLS) tenders.

With the upcoming headwinds in the economy, we still see Singapore’s
residential property sector to be relatively stable, largely due to stronger
demand chasing after a limited supply, healthy fundamentals as well as
an increase in population from foreign demand.
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While property prices may seem swelled when we see above 8% growth
in 2022, we notice in Q4 the property price index growth slowed to 0.2%.
As various predictions from analysts for 2023 start from a 3% all the way
to a 9% growth, we do highlight certain trends on the ground.

One is an increase in behavior of tenants switching to purchase
properties after having rented for years. Two, with at least five new
launches expected for Q1 2023 especially in the OCR and RCR, we don’t
expect volumes and prices to stay flat for long. Lastly, we are starting to
see Chinese buyers coming back to snap up Core Central Region
properties, which would see its supply start to deplete, creating new
benchmark highs in this region.

On the other hand, higher interest rates are weighing heavier on the
resale market, where sellers face some headwinds especially if asking
prices are beyond past transacted prices. However, higher rents, low
unsold inventory and healthy household balance sheets keep supply of
resale properties muted.
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Based on feedback on the
ground, families have been
finding it difficult to upgrade due
to reluctance to rent, or high
costs of rental, if they don’t sell
off their current unit before
going for their next one. As for
HDB upgraders going on to
Executive Condominiums (EC),
HDB owners are still able to hold
onto their existing flats first, and
sell it off only upon TOP of the
new EC.

Hence there are calls for some rules to be tweaked, such as the ABSD
remission for married couples to be in tandem with that of ECs, so that
upgrading efforts will not be deterred by the hefty upfront ABSD.

Our take is if the government decides to review this measure, they may
do it with caution, although there is no strong impetus at the moment
since demand for private properties are still healthy especially for new
launches. Smoothening of HDB upgraders’ transition to private
properties may benefit the housing market as a whole to cool down HDB
resale prices by releasing supply of HDB resale properties into the
market. This would serve the government’s interests in ensuring
affordability of HDB prices as an own-stay asset rather than for
investment purposes. This may in turn drive up private property prices
since the demand will be even greater.
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With over 5000 new private residential units coming up in the exciting new
launches first half of 2023, how do we decide which to go for?

While half of these can be found in the city fringe, where a dearth of new
launches are currently at, we believe take-up rate for these launches will
continue to be strong. Knowing developers’ strong financial position and
low unsold inventory, we do hope developers price these projects
sensitively.

Again, we would love to understand your goals and concerns before
making any recommendations. We have a full list of projects coming up in
2023, as well as an in-dept market report outlook for 2023, drop us a
message to get the list, as well as an in-depth analysis into projects well
suited for you!

Kindest regards,
STL Properties












